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Coherent p0 photoproduction on the deuteron up to 4 GeV
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The differential cross section for2H(g,d)p0 has been measured at deuteron center-of-mass angles of 90°
and 136°. This work reports the first data for this reaction above a photon energy of 1 GeV, and permits a test
of the apparent constituent counting rule and reduced nuclear amplitude behavior as observed in elasticed
scattering. Measurements were performed up to a photon energy of 4.0 GeV, and are in good agreement with
previous lower energy measurements. Overall, the data are inconsistent with both constituent-counting rule and
reduced nuclear amplitude predictions.@S0556-2813~99!50910-2#

PACS number~s!: 25.20.Lj, 24.85.1p, 25.10.1s
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Many previously measured exclusive hadronic react
cross sections were found to obey a power-law scaling
predicted by the constituent-counting rules~CCR! @1#. These
rules should apply when the energy and momentum tran
in the reaction are sufficiently large such that any mac
scopic hadronic effect~such as constituent binding or mo
tion! can be neglected and the reaction proceeds by h
scatterings only. Processes such as H(g,g)p @2#, H(g,p)p0

@3#, and electron-proton scattering@4,5# seem to follow, at
least for certain center-of-mass angles, these power-law
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dictions in a region where the total center-of-mass-energ
a few GeV. However, in this region, the momentum trans
per gluon exchange may not be sufficient to consider thes
hard exchanges@6#. This suggests that soft wave functio
effects should not be neglected at these energies. The
duced nuclear amplitude~RNA! approach attempts to re
move part of these effects—the soft components respons
for quark binding within the nucleons—by dividing out th
empirical nucleon form factors@7,8#.

Presently, a number of theoretical efforts seem to indic
©1999 The American Physical Society01-1
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that the observed power-law dependence may not be a r
of quark and gluon degrees of freedom as described by
CCR @9#. Nonetheless, it is very much of interest to inves
gate the reason why the predictions of the CCR and R
models seem to be accurate in some cases, and not in o
Of special interest is the question of whether nuclear re
tions follow these predictions. One such reaction,2H(g,p)n,
has been reported to follow the predicted power-law sca
at a center-of-mass angle of 90°, in a photon energy reg
between 1.0 and 4.0 GeV@10–12#. Perhaps even more im
pressive is that recent measurements of elastic elect
deuteron scattering seem to follow the predictions of both
RNA and CCR models@13#.

To investigate whether this agreement extends to o
nuclear reactions, we have measured one of the simplest
tonuclear reactions involving a nucleus in the initial and fin
state, the2H(g,d)p0 reaction. Photonuclear reactions m
be the optimal choice for this investigation, because La
shoff terms~which must be considered in hadron-hadron
teractions@14,15#! cannot contribute, and the effective m
mentum transfer@16# and differential cross sections can b
large compared to similar electronuclear cross sections.

For the exclusive process A1B→C1D at high energy
and large transverse momentum, dimensional analysis
dicts the following constituent counting rule for the differe
tial cross section@1#:

ds

dt
}s2(n22)f ~uc.m.!, ~1!

where s and t are the Mandelstam variables,uc.m. is the
center-of-mass scattering angle,f (uc.m.) depends on details
of the dynamics of the process, andn is the total number of
elementary fields~photon, quark, etc.! in the initial and final
states. For the2H(g,p)n reaction,n22 is 11,n22 is 12 for
the 2H(e,e8d) reaction, and for the2H(g,d)p0 reactionn
22 is 13. As mentioned above, data at a center-of-m
angle of 90° for the2H(g,p)n reaction are in agreemen
with the CCR prediction above a photon energy of only
GeV @10–12#. However, data at center-of-mass angles of 5
and 36° do not agree with these predictions@12#. Further-
more, while the RNA analysis describes the electro
deuteron elastic scattering cross section above a mome
transfer squared of 2 GeV2 @7,13#, the data are also wel
described by conventional calculations including mes
exchange currents@17#. The RNA analysis also does not giv
a good description of the2H(g,p)n data, even though it is
expected to approach scaling at lower energies than the C
model. Previous data for the D (g,d)p0 reaction were lim-
ited to photon energies belowEg.1 GeV @19#, and were
never tested against these predictions.

Here we report on a substantial extension of existing
sults for the2H(g,d)p0 reaction at deuteron center-of-ma
angles~angle between the incoming and outgoing deute
in the center of mass! of 90° and 136°. In the present exper
ment, an electron beam passed through a 4 or 6 %radiation
length copper radiator to create an untagged photon be
incident on a cryogenic liquid deuterium target of 12 or
cm length. Electron beam energies between 0.8 and 4.0 G
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and beam currents between 10 and 30mA were used. The
High Momentum Spectrometer~HMS! in Hall C at Thomas
Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, with a solid angle
6.7 msr and a momentum acceptance of610% was used to
detect the deuterons. The photon energy could be rec
structed from the measured momentum and scattering a
of the final state deuteron. Plastic scintillators were used
form a trigger and to provide time-of-flight information fo
particle identification. Drift chambers were used to meas
the trajectory of the particle from which the momentum a
scattering angle of the deuteron were determined. A 6.35
thick tungsten collimator was installed in front of the spe
trometer. Although this collimator will not stop high
momentum deuterons, it was used as a cut on reconstru
quantities. Deuteron identification was obtained by rec
structing the mass from the time-of-flight measurement o
a 2-m flight path between two pairs of scintillator planes
the detector hut and from the reconstructed momentum of
particle. This method identifies deuterons well at the low
photon energies, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. At higher photon
energies, the ratio of protons@produced largely by the
2H(g,p)n reaction# to deuterons entering the spectrome
was large, and a larger tail from protons strongly interact
in the first scintillator planes exists under the deuteron m
peak, as shown in Fig. 1~b!. This tail was subtracted in the
data analysis, and the uncertainty in the procedure add
the systematic uncertainty for the higher photon energies

Background contributions from the target windows we
removed by placing cuts on the reconstructed target posi

FIG. 1. Mass spectrum as determined from time-of-flight m
surement and momentum reconstruction in the HMS:~a! at a pho-
ton beam energy of 1.4 GeV,~b! at a photon beam energy of 3.
GeV. The deuteron peaks can be clearly identified. In~a! the shaded
area indicates protons, probably undergoing secondary interact
which were identified with energy loss in the scintillators. At th
higher energy~b!, the background under the deuteron peak is
proximated by the sum of the shaded areas because energy
cannot be used to separate protons from deuterons.
1-2
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and subtracting the yield obtained with a cell of identic
dimensions that was filled with liquid hydrogen to simula
bremsstrahlung produced in the deuterium. Deuterium
hydrogen data were taken alternately during the experim
The yield from electroproduction was measured by repea
the procedure without the radiator. This background w
subtracted from the photoproduction yield with an ene
dependent correction factor to take into account the mod
cation of the electron beam flux and energy distribution
the radiator@20#.

The photon energy bin limits were chosen to kinema
cally eliminate deuterons associated with more than sin
pion production processes, and to eliminate the bremsst
lung endpoint, for which the photon flux is less well know
The former is not alwaysa priori possible for this experi-
ment, since the two pion and single pion kinematic thresh
are only separated by;25 MeV in photon energy in the
worst case. However, we verified that the differential cro
sections did not depend on the photon energy cut at
higher energies, and compared the measured bremsstra
spectra with the theoretical spectra assuming single-pion
duction. These theoretical bremsstrahlung spectra were
culated using a code@18# based on the the thick-targe
bremsstrahlung calculations of Matthews and Owens@21# in
combination with the Landau spectra mimicking the ene
loss tails in the radiator. The absolute uncertainty in
bremsstrahlung photon flux is estimated to be less than
A typical example of an endpoint spectrum for th
2H(g,d)p0 reaction, with a normalized theoretical brem
strahlung spectrum weighted bys28.6 ~the empirical energy
dependence of the cross section! and smeared for spectrom
eter resolution for this process, is shown in Fig. 2. The so
curve in the figure is in good agreement with the data wh

FIG. 2. Bremsstrahlung endpoint spectrum for the2H(g,d)p0

reaction at a photon energy of 1.4 GeV and a center-of-mass a
of 90°. The solid curve shows the~normalized! theoretical brems-
strahlung spectrum for single-pion production weighted withs28.6.
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show no indications of two pion production processes.
possible competing process, in our measurement indis
guishable fromp0 photoproduction, would be coherent re
Compton scattering from the deuteron, but the ratio of ana
gous processes in hydrogen H(g,g)p to H(g,p)p0 in a simi-
lar energy range is only a few percent@2# in the worst case.

We applied a deuteron absorption correction~15–20 %! to
compensate for the inelastic deuteron reactions in the tar
spectrometer windows, and detector stack. This correc
was constructed from measured proton-proton and neut
proton cross sections, parametrized asA0.75(spp1snp). We
assign a 5% systematic uncertainty for this procedure. F
thermore, the validity of this procedure was checked by m
suring 2H(e,e8d) in coincidence at two values of momen
tum transfer and comparing the calculated attenuation w
the reduction of this coincidence cross section with respec
the world data set on elastic electron-deuteron scatter
The results agree much better than the 5% uncertainty. C
rections were also applied for the computer dead-time
the tracking efficiency. The overall systematic uncertainty
found to range between 6% at the lower photon energies
20% at the highest photon energy, and is dominated by
attenuation correction and the background correction. T
background subtraction is related to events observed ab
the photon endpoint and in a continuum in the reconstruc
M2 spectra. These events were mostly removed by subt
tion of the tail under the deuteron missing mass@see Fig.
1~b!#. Some of these events however, may be due to p

gle
FIG. 3. The data from the present work in combination with t

existing data for the2H(g,d)p0 reaction. For a center-of-mas
angle of 90°~a! and for a center-of-mass angle of 136°~b!. The
errors bars on the present work include both systematic and st
tical uncertainties. Data from Imanishiet al. @19# are shown as
pluses, a datum extracted from the SLAC NE-17 experimen
shown as a star, and data from the present experiment are show
solid circles. Solid curves are RNA calculations normalized to
data at 1.6 GeV.
1-3
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reconstruction of momenta resulting from deuterons sca
ing inside the spectrometer. The systematic uncerta
quoted includes a contribution from the sensitivity to t
choice of background subtraction procedure.

The differential cross sectionss13ds/dt as determined
from our data for center-of-mass angles (uc.m.) of 90° and
136° are shown in Fig. 3@18#. The data at the lowest energ
are in good agreement with earlier measurements by Im
ishi et al. @19# and extend to a photon energy of 4 GeV~2.4
GeV! for uc.m.590° ~136°!. An unpublished2H(g,d)p0 da-
tum @18# extracted from the SLAC NE17 experiment@11# is
also shown, and agrees well with the new data. The s
curves in the figure are RNA calculations arbitrarily norm
ized to the data at 1.6 GeV. It is clear that the data at b
angles are inconsistent with the RNA approach. The 1
data are consistent with the CCR predicteds213 scaling,
while the 90° are in sharp disagreement with this predicti
Furthermore, we note that while the data at 136° do
extend to as high an incident photon energy as the 90°
do, they do cover a similar range in effective momentu
transfer (1<Q2<6) GeV2 . The recent measurements
the deuteron electric form factorA(Q2) are consistent with
both the CCR and RNA predictions in a similar fou
momentum transfer range 2<Q2<6 GeV2 @13#. Data for
these two reactions pose a sharp contrast as both proc
involve a deuteron in the initial and final states.

The invariant cross section,ds/dt, for the 136° data was
found to scale ass213.160.2 and in the case of the 90° dat
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ds/dt;s29.660.4. This variation of the power ofs with
center-of-mass scattering angle is also seen in other pho
actions. The2H(g,p)n @12# and H(g,g)p @9# reactions were
also reported to scale with varying powers ofs for different
center-of-mass angles. When viewed collectively, data fr
these photoprocesses may indicate that nuclear process
this energy range are still dominated by soft wave funct
effects@6,9#. Similarly, the elasticedscattering results below
Q256 GeV2 may be more appropriately described b
meson-exchange calculations than by the RNA and C
models@17#.

In summary, we have extended the sparse data set on
2H(g,d)p0 reaction up to photon energies where previo
real photon experiments on hydrogen and deuterium tar
started to show consistency with constituent counting r
predictions. The data at a center-of-mass angle of 136°
pear consistent with constituent counting rule predictio
The data at 90° in the center-of-mass are the first abov
photon energy of 1 GeV to show such a dramatic deviat
from the CCR and RNA predictions.
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